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This paper presents a Modified Multiple Depth First Search algorithm for the exploration of the indoor environments occupied with obstacles in random distribution. The proposed algorithm was designed and implemented to employ one or a team of Khepera II mini robots for the exploration process. In case of multi-robots, the BlueCore2 External Bluetooth module was used to establish wireless networks with one master robot and one up to three slaves. Messages are sent and received via the module’s Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) interface. Real exploration experiments were performed using locally developed teleworkbench with various autonomy features. In addition, computer simulation tool was also developed to simulate the exploration experiments with one master robot and one up to ten slaves. Computer simulations were in good agreement with the real experiments for the considered cases of one to one up to three networks. Results of the MMDFS for single robot exhibited 46% reduction in the needed number of steps for exploring environments with obstacles in comparison with other algorithms, namely the Ants algorithm and the original MDFS algorithm. This reduction reaches 71% whenever exploring open areas. Finally, results performed using multi-robots exhibited more reduction in the needed number of exploration steps.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The mapping algorithms address the problem of acquiring spatial models of physical environments using mobile robots. We will focus on using the indoor exploration algorithms to construct a map for such environment. Therefore, the problem under consideration lies in the overlap between the mapping problem and the motion control of the robot as shown in Figure 1. Robot algorithms [Koenig and Liu 2001; Thrun 2003; Kuipers and Byun 1991; Thrun 1998] establish the connection between the data collected by sensors and the robot’s activities. Mapping algorithms are considered the main component within robot algorithms for building truly autonomous mobile robots. This research work aims at the enhancements in the mapping algorithms considering single and multi-robot systems.

The use of multiple robots system is often suggested to have several advantages over single robot [Cao et al. 1997; Dudek et al. 1996]. The first advantage is the cooperating robots have the potential to accomplish a single task faster than a single robot. For example, Guzzoni et al. [Guzzoni 1997] built a system of collaborative robots that jointly schedule a meeting, which outperformed several single robot systems designed to accomplish the same task. Furthermore, multiple robots can localize themselves more efficiently if they exchange information about their position whenever they sense each other [Fox et al. 1999]. Finally, using several cheap robots introduces redundancy and therefore can be expected to be more fault-tolerant than having only one powerful and expensive robot. The problem to be solved when using multi-robot systems is to coordinate the actions of the robots. Without any coordination, all robots might follow the same exploration path so that the whole group of robots requires the same amount of time as a single robot would need. Therefore, the key problem in multi-robot exploration is to choose different actions for the individual robots so that they simultaneously explore different areas of their environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the relevant research work. Section 3 discusses the Modified Multiple Depth First Search algorithm using a single robot. Section 4 presents the extended MMDFS algorithm using multi-robot system. Section 5 discusses the communication protocol used between the master and slaves to implement the extended MMDFS. Section 6 presents the obtained computer simulation results and illustrates the experimental results. Finally, the conclusions are provided in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK

Mapping algorithms are a goal, which has been pursued by a diversity of research groups with various objectives and approaches in the last two decades. Generally, all
of the state of the art mapping algorithms are probabilistic [Smith et al. 1990; Castellanos and Tardós 2000] because of the uncertainty and the noise in the measurements. Some algorithms are incremental that can be run in real time, whereas others require multiple passes through the data. Furthermore, some algorithms require exact pose information to construct a map, whereas others can do so using odometry measurements. On the other hand, some algorithms are capable of handling correspondence problems between data recorded at different points in time [Thrun 2003]. An exhaustive literature survey for robot exploration in the context of mapping has been given in [Thrun 2003].

The exploration algorithms are categorized in two main categories: off-line and on-line ones [Choset 2001]. For the off-line algorithms, the robot is provided previously with the map of the assigned area to be explored. On the other hand, for the on-line algorithms, there are no assumptions on the environment and is based only on sensors’ measurements (i.e. based on the local knowledge) such as the Ants algorithm proposed in [Makarenko et al. 2002; Koenig and Liu 2001], the Multiple Depth First Search algorithm and the Brick and Mortar algorithm [Ferranti et al. 2007]. The Ants algorithm [Ferranti et al. 2007] divides the area into regular square grid cells, and the robot explores the environment marking the traced cells during its movements. This algorithm is not efficient in terms of the number of needed steps to explore the whole environment as it has no stopping criterion, and the robot will keep working until its battery becomes empty or the user terminates the algorithm. Batalin and Sukhatme [Batalin and Sukhatme 2005] presented similar algorithm that works in a way similar to the Ants algorithm. Their algorithm uses a sensor network infrastructure to guide the robot to the least visited cells.

Some other exploration algorithms need partial information about the environment as the Frontier-based exploration algorithms that discussed in [Yamauchi 1998]. In this algorithm, which works with a team of robots, the robots divide the environment to be explored into cells. Each robot keeps in its memory a map for the whole environment to guide itself to the boundary between the open spaces in order to gather more information about the environment. The Depth First Search algorithm is used to move from the current position to the next frontier. In the local navigation algorithm, proposed in [Svennebring and Koenig 2004], the robot is provided with some information about its environment to decide where to go next.
Although the exploration problem has been extensively studied for a single robot, there are only few approaches that consider the multi-robot systems. Rekleitis et al. [Rekleitis et al. 1997; Rekleitis et al. 1998] considered the collaborative exploration by multiple robots in the context of reducing the odometry error during the exploration. They divide the environment into stripes that are explored successively by a robot team. Whenever one robot moves, the other robots are kept stationary and observe the moving robot in a way similar to [Kurazume and Shigemi 1994]. Whereas this approach can significantly reduce the odometry error during the exploration process, it is not designed to distribute the robots over the environment. Rather, the robots are forced to stay close to each other in order to remain in the visibility range. Thus, using these strategies for multi-robot exploration will not contribute to the reduction of the exploration time or steps. More sophisticated techniques for multi-robot exploration have been presented in [Singh and Fujimura 1993; Yamauchi 1998]. In these techniques, the robots share a common map that is constructed during the exploration. Singh and Fujimura [Singh and Fujimura 1993] presented a decentralized online approach for heterogenous robots. Whenever a robot ‘A’ discovers an opening to an unexplored area that cannot be reached because of the robot size, the robot ‘A’ selects another robot ‘B’ to accomplish this exploration task. The candidate robot is selected by trading off the number of areas to be explored, the size of the robot and the straight-line distance between the robot and the target region. In the approach of Yamauchi [Yamauchi 1998], robots move to the closest frontier, which is the closest unknown area around the robot according to the current map.

Research in the robot mapping problem has provided two major paradigms for mapping indoor environments; grid-based and topological [Thrun 1998]. Elfes and Moravec’s [Elfes 1989; Moravec 1988] produced grid-based maps, which represented by fine-grained grids to model the occupied and free spaces of the environment. Examples of topological approaches include the work of Kuipers [Kuipers and Byun 1991] and others [Choset and Burdick 1996; Kortenkamp and Weymouth 1994; Shatkay and Kaelbling 1997]. A brief comparison between grid-based and topological approaches for map building is illustrated in Table I.

In this work, the on-line exploration approach is adopted using a team of robots in

| Table I. Comparison between grid-based and topological approaches for constructing maps. |
|--------------------------------|--------------------------------|
| **Advantages** | **Disadvantages** |
| Grid Based (Metric) approaches | Topological approaches |
| • Easy to build, represent and maintain | • Low space complexity (resolution depends on the complexity of the environment) |
| • Facilitates computation of shortest path | • Does not require accurate determination of the robot’s position |
| Disadvantages | Difficult to construct and maintain in larger environments |
| Space-consuming (resolution does not depend on the complexity of the environment) | Recognition of places (based on landmarks) often ambiguous |
| Requires accurate determination of the robot’s position | |
grid-based maps “Metric”. These maps are discrete, two-dimensional occupancy grids (in which each cell has a value measuring the subjective belief that this cell is occupied i.e. it represents the configuration space of the robot).

3. THE MODIFIED MULTIPLE DEPTH FIRST SEARCH (MMDFS) ALGORITHM FOR SINGLE ROBOT

In the MMDFS algorithm, the whole environment, Figure 2(a), will be divided into small quadratic patches “cells” as shown in Figure 2(b). The robot should be placed on one of the boundary cells as the starting position, Figure 2(c). In each step, the robot can move from the current cell to another one of the four adjacent cells in the North, East, South and West directions as shown in Figure 2(d).

The cell can be in one of the following states:

- **Wall**: The cell can not be traversed by the robot because it is blocked by an obstacle.
- **Unexplored**: No robot visited the cell yet, and whether it is free or occupied by an obstacle is totally unknown.
- **Explored**: The cell has been traversed at least once by the robot, but it might need to go through it again in order to reach unexplored regions. It also means that the cell is free.
- **Visited**: The robot has already passed through the cell and will not need to go through it again. In other words, it is treated as a wall cell, but it is known that it is a free cell.
- **Checked**: The robot has detected that the cell is free (i.e. it is not occupied with an obstacle), but it didn’t traverse it.

The algorithm checks the four neighbor cells at each step and assigns the appropriate state to each one, which will minimize the time required for constructing the map.

The characteristics of the mini robot Khepera II facilitate the achievement of this idea as the robot has eight infrared (IR) sensors as shown in Figure 3, but actually,

![Figure 2](image_url)

Figure 2. (a) The environment to be explored. (b) the environment is divided into square patches. (c) The robot should be placed to one of the boundary cells as the starting position. (d) the robot is allowed to move in one of the four adjacent cells.
only six of them are used in our algorithm.

The robot will terminate the mapping algorithm when it finds that all the cells’ states are known. In other words, there are no cells with unexplored states. The modified MDFS algorithm is explained in details in the following pseudo code.

```
Modified MDFS

IF any cell state is still unexplored then
   Get The 4 neighbors cell states
   IF there are unexplored cells around then
      The robot will move to one of them randomly
      IF the current cell is not visited then
         Set The current cell state to explored
      END IF
   END IF
   ELSE IF there are checked cells around then
      The robot will move to one of them randomly
      IF the current cell is not visited then
         Set The current cell state to explored
      END IF
   ELSE
      The robot should move to the parent cell
      Set The current cell state to visited
   END IF

Update the state of the four neighbor cells to wall or checked
Apply the appropriate movement to the robot
ELSE
   Terminate the algorithm
END IF
```
4. THE MODIFIED MULTIPLE DEPTH FIRST SEARCH (MMDFS) ALGORITHM FOR A TEAM OF ROBOTS

Development of the MMDFS algorithm for a team of robots aims at the accomplishment of a single task faster than that using a single robot. In our case, this will improve the time needed for exploring the environment by minimizing the number of steps needed to construct its map, and will minimize the Odometry error as well. The challenge in using more than one robot is to ensure that the robots can efficiently collaborate to explore the area. In the extended MMDFS algorithm, each robot constructs its own exploration tree, and tries not to interfere with the trees of the other agents by marking cells with its own Robot-ID.

The centralized technique is used for multi-robots in which we have a master robot and N slaves. The master robot’s role is to guide the slaves within the environment as it has the global map of the whole environment. The role of the slaves is to check their four neighbors at each step, send their readings to the master robot and wait for the instructions to know where they should go next. In addition, each slave decides if it finished the exploration or not. The slaves are not capable to communicate directly with each others; they are only able to send/receive messages to/from the master robot. Hence, the master plays the role of the coordinator of messages between robots. The extended MMDFS algorithm is explained in details in the following pseudo code.

```
Master MMDFS

Initialize the communication between the master robot and the slaves
Wait for messages from the slaves

IF the message is ARUN (Asking to run) then
  IF there is any unexplored cell then
    Send to the slave to CRUN (Continue running the algorithm)
  ELSE
    Disconnect the slave
  END IF
ELSE IF the message if SRUN (Stop running) then
  Disconnect all the slaves
ELSE IF the message is the value of readings of the 4 neighbors’ of the slave then
  IF there is any available move for the robot then
    Send to the slave the direction of the next movement or the back command to
    move for its parent cell
  Else
    Terminate the algorithm and disconnect all the slaves
END IF

END IF
```
5. COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS

In this work, we used the BlueCore2-External Bluetooth module [Grosseschallau 2004] developed in Heinz Nixdorf Institute. This module allows the establishment of wireless networks with one master and three slaves (1-to-3 networks). Any interaction between the user and the Bluetooth module is performed by the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII). Messages are sent and received via the module’s Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) interface. Every message is enclosed by <...> and starts with a numeric message ID. The typical message flow to establish a connection, transfer data and disconnect is shown in the below Figure 4.

Slave MMDFS

After the communication is established with the master robot, the slave waits for a message from the master robot

IF the message is CRUN (Continue running the algorithm) then
  IF there is no available movements around the robot then
    Send to the robot SRUN (ask the robot to end the connection with this slave)
  ELSE
    Get the sensor values for the four neighbors of the robot and send these readings to the master robot
  END IF
Else IF the message is the next move to the robot then
  Move the robot (slave) to the required position and send back to the master ARUN (ask to run)
ELSE IF the message is BACK
  Move the robot to its parent cell and send back to the master ARUN (ask to run)
END IF

Figure 4. Typical message flow between one master and one slave application.
As shown in Figure 4, the user application always has to wait for the event **bc_ready** from the **BlueCore2** module. Then, commands for performing the required task can be executed. The master robot starts with a device inquiry by calling the inquiry command. As a response, all the found devices answer (slaves), each with a single **inquiry_result** event. After receiving the **inquiry_complete** event, the inquiry procedure has ended and the master can issue the next command. From all the returned addresses, the master can then pick 3 devices that it wants to connect to. The command **set_slave_id** advises the master **BlueCore2** to associate a given address with a given ID, which can be 0, 1 or 2 for allowing shorter commands by using a short slave ID instead of the long Bluetooth device address. After all the selected peer devices are associated to slave IDs, the master can call the connect command to establish a connection to one of the slaves. It is important to wait for the response of this command (either **conn_established** or **conn_refused**) before trying to connect to the next device. If the connection is successfully established, data transfer can be commenced. The master's user application uses the **data_out** command while the slave application just writes directly to the UART. On both sides, incoming data is presented in **data_in** messages. After all the data is transmitted, the connection can be terminated from the master's side by using the **disconnect** command. Both sides receive a **conn_lost** event if the termination occurs.

This implementation is based on one main principal that is the master device always initiates any action while the slave devices just respond to the special requests. Although the message handling seems to be straight forward, it imposes some limitations on the usage possibilities. These limitations are originated from that the switching between the master and the slaves (using the **change_role** command) is possible but needs a firmware initiated reboot of the Bluetooth module afterwards. Therefore, the established connection cannot be kept while switching the role. The challenge in using more than one robot is to ensure that they can efficiently collaborate to explore the area. That is why we needed to implement a message protocol for the communication between robots (master and slaves). We used the commands **data_in** and **data_out** to exchange the messages between master and slaves. The implemented messages are as shown in Table II.

### 6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

#### 6.1 Simulation Results

Computer simulation tool was developed with the user interface shown in Figure 5 to test the performance of the extended MMDFS algorithm. The developed tool allows users to automatically construct the environment map with different number of obstacles. In addition, the simulation tool is developed to test the algorithm using single or multi-robots. In these simulations, we assumed that there is no communication overhead, which is not the case in real experiments. Although the **BlueCore2** module supports only 1 to 3 communication network in real experiments, we tested the algorithm using 1 to 1 up to 10 robots through the simulation tool to study the influence of using up to 10 robots on the exploration process.
In order to assess the performance of the modified MDFS algorithm against the original one, a single robot is used to perform this assessment on variable number of cells representing the open area to be explored. For each area size, the number of steps needed to explore the environment and construct its map is recorded as shown in Figure 6. It is interesting to point out that the reduction in the number of steps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Master</th>
<th>Slave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 [ARUN]</td>
<td>To ask if the slave can continue running the MMDFS or not.</td>
<td>____</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 [SRPOS: XX, YY]</td>
<td>Setting the robot position at a cell (XX, YY).</td>
<td>XX: the robot’s position in the x-axis YY: the robot’s position in the y-axis</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 [SRDIR: D]</td>
<td>Setting the robot direction to the direction (Up, Left, Right, Down).</td>
<td>D: The robot’s direction (Up, Left, Right, Down)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 [CRUN]</td>
<td>It means that the slave can continue running the algorithm.</td>
<td>____</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 [NVAL: FY, BN, RY, LN]</td>
<td>The slave sends it to the master indicating the result of the sensor reading. It shows if the forward is free or not and so on.</td>
<td>FY/FN: It indicates that the forward cell is empty or not BY/BN: It indicates if the backward cell is empty or not RY/RN: It indicates if the right cell is empty or not LY/LN: It indicated if the left cell is empty or not</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 [MOVE: D]</td>
<td>The master will guide the slave to move in a certain (given) direction.</td>
<td>D: The robot’s direction (Up, Left, Right, Down)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 [BACK]</td>
<td>The master commands the slave to backtrack and move to its parent cell.</td>
<td>____</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 [URPOS: XX, YY]</td>
<td>The slave updates its position at the master variables.</td>
<td>XX: the robot’s position in the x-axis YY: the robot’s position in the y-axis</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 [URDIR: D]</td>
<td>The slave updates its direction in the master’s variables.</td>
<td>D: The robot’s direction (Up, Left, Right, Down)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 [SRUN]</td>
<td>The slave has completed its task and asks the master to stop running its code.</td>
<td>____</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
using the modified MDFS increases with the increase of the number of cells representing the environment.

The influence of the number of obstacles on the number of needed steps for both the original MDFS and the modified one to construct an environment map is depicted in Figure 7. Each record in the graph represents the average of running each algorithm 30 times using the same number of obstacles but at different locations each time. A fixed map size of 126 (9×14) cells was used to represent the environment under consideration. Generally, using the modified MDFS algorithm led to achieving reduction, in the number of needed steps to build the map, between 20% (for 30 objects) and 70% (for 3 objects).

The influence of the number of the in-service robots on the required number of steps needed to construct the environment map is studied by constructing the map...
of an open area using a map size of 9×14 cells. The MMDFS algorithm was employed varying the number of the in-service robots starting from 1 to 10 using the same map size. For each case, the needed number of steps to construct the map is computed as shown in Figure 8. Generally, using the extended MMDFS algorithm led to achieving reduction, in the number of steps needed to construct the environment map. This achievement reaches 64% (using 2 robots) and 91% (using 10 robots).

In real cases, obstacles are randomly distributed within the considered environments. Therefore, to study the influence of the number of the in-service robots on the

Figure 8. The number of in-service robots impact on the number of steps needed to explore an open area.
required number of steps needed to construct the real environment map, the MMDFS algorithm was employed varying the number of the in-service robots starting from 1 to 10 using the same map size. For each fixed number of in-service robots, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 obstacles were randomly distributed in the environment generating 90 unique test cases. For each test case, to measure a meaningful number of steps required to construct the environment map, the number of steps was computed as the average of 20 successive runs of MMDFS algorithm fixing the number of the in-service robots and the number of the distributed obstacles. As shown in Figure 9, for any fixed number of in-service robots, the number of the required exploration steps increases as the obstacles reaches 15% of the total area then decreases as the obstacles exceed this range. Using the extended MMDFS led to achieving reduction, in the number of steps needed to build the map, between 75% and 85%.

6.2 Experimental Results

To validate the simulation results of the MMDFS algorithm, we used the Khepera II [2007] mini-robot(s) and the Teleworkbench [EL-Ghoul et al. 2007] as a test bed. The

![Figure 9. The impact of the number of obstacles and Number of robots on the number of steps needed by each algorithm.](image)

![Figure 10. Teleworkbench.](image)
teleworkbench platform, Figure 10, was locally developed by a team at the Faculty of Computer and Information Sciences, Ain Shams University to perform experiments using the Khepera series mini-robots. Users can upload the code of the experiment under consideration and view the result via live video streaming [El-Ghoul et al. 2007]. Long term autonomy of the platform is possible, as the platform is equipped with a docking station for recharging the robot’s batteries. Any robot within the experiment can detect low battery level and proceeds automatically to the docking station. Moreover, this teleworkbench is web-based system. This allows outsiders to access the system and perform experiments remotely [El-Ghoul et al. 2007].

To evaluate the simulation results, we performed real experiments on an environment represented by 35 cells (each cell is 7×7 cm) with 8 obstacles. We adjusted the robot’s speed to 5 cm/second. First, we started to compare the results of the original MDFS and the modified version using only one robot. For each run, we uploaded the corresponding algorithm’s code on the robot via the web-based interface of the teleworkbench. The result of this experiment is shown in Figures 11(a) and 11(b). As shown, the original MDFS needed 67 steps to explore the environment and build its map while the MMDFS required only 16 steps. This means that the MMDFS reduced the needed number of steps by 76% and this in a very good agreement with

Figure 11. Snapshot of the real experiments results. (a) shows the result of the normal MDFS algorithm. (b) shows the result of the MMDFS algorithm using single robot (b) shows the result of the extended MMDFS using one master and two slaves.
Next, in order to validate the simulation results of the extended MMDFS algorithm, we performed a real exploration experiment using one master robot and two slaves. For running the experiment, we uploaded to the robots the codes of the master and the slaves via the teleworkbench web-based interface. The result of this experiment is shown in Figure 11(c). As shown the MMDFS algorithm required 16 steps to explore the environment and build its map while the extended MMDFS required only 6 steps; 1 step from slave I and 5 steps from slave II. This means that the extended MMDFS reduced the number of the needed exploration steps by 63%.

7. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a modified Multiple Depth First Search (MDFS) algorithm using single and multi-robots for the environment mapping. The modified algorithm was implemented and validated using both computer simulation and real experiments employing the Khepera II mini-robot running on the locally developed teleworkbench. Experiments performed using the MMDFS for single robot exhibited significant reduction in the number of the needed steps for the exploration of environments with obstacles by 46% in comparison with other algorithms, namely the Ants algorithm and the original MDFS algorithm. This reduction reaches 71% whenever exploring "open areas". Finally, results performed using the MMDFS for multi-robots exhibited more reduction in the needed number of exploration steps. It is interesting to point out that if the used robots have richer sensors capabilities, we could also check the cells on the diagonals.

As a future work, we are planning to enhance the proposed extended MMDFS algorithm for further series of the Khepera mini-robots.
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